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BONNIE ERBE: This week on To the Contrary. 
"First, a record number of women up for reelection in the U.S. Senate. Then, an education budget favoring 
school choice over public education. Behind the headlines: Forced marriage, in the U.S” 
BONNIE ERBE: Hello, I'm Bonnie Erbe. Welcome to To the Contrary, a discussion of news and social trends 
from diverse perspectives. Up first, shattering a record. More than half of the 21 women in the senate are up for 
reelection in 2018. Ten of them are democrats, only one a republican. Some of those Democratic women face 
tough races in states that went for Donald Trump in 2016. New York senator Kirsten Gillibrand says she'll be 
working hard campaigning for her seat but also plans to help bring along a new crop of Democratic politicians 
and she's optimistic about democrats' chance next year. 
KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND: 
We're gonna win all our seats and we might flip a seat or two and for your listeners and Watches, every two 
years a third of the senate is up, so 33 or 34 seats every two years. This year, 25 of the seats are Democratic 
held, only 8 are held by Republicans and among those twenty five 10 are women - so we've got women running 
in red states, blue states, purple states, so you've got tough states like North Dakota where Heidi Heitkamp's 
running or Claire McCaskill in Missouri, Red states. Purple states like Michigan these are tougher races than 
they would normally be, or Wisconsin. So we have Debbie Stabenow, we have Tammy Baldwin. 
These are races that I’m  going to focus a lot of my time and effort on because I want to make sure these women 
return to the senate they've made a huge difference already, they're going to continue to make a 
difference, their voices are important. 
BONNIE ERBE: Senator Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota is also up for reelection. 
AMY KLOBUCHAR: Well we have such incredibly strong women, people like Claire McCaskill, Heidi 
Heitkamp, and Tammy Baldwin, Debbie Stabenow that they know their states, and  they understand the rural 
areas of their states so I think this is very different from 2016 to 2018 because we have candidates who will go 
to not just where it's comfortable but where it's uncomfortable that they're going to understand the economic 
needs of their states and that will be their major focus. 
BONNIE ERBE: Senator Deb Fischer of Nebraska is the one republican woman who faces a reelection during 
the 2018 midterms. 
DEB FISCHER: I certainly am hoping to be reelected I think everybody just runs their own race. We know our 
own states, we understand the people we represent. I hope we have more women represented in the senate, and 
as I said  it brings a strength to the policy that you're able to fashion. How you work on things are different I 
think as women, that we bring a unique view as each of my male colleagues, they bring a unique view as well, 
so it's always good to broaden diversity of gender, age, profession. It makes us stronger. 
BONNIE ERBE: There are eleven female incumbent senators running for reelection next year and that beats all 
the records: There were six in 2006, 2010 and 2012. So Anne Stone, do you see any way the democrats pick up 
seats in the senate or don't lose any, or take back the house in 2018. 
ANNE STONE:  I don't see how they don't  lose in the senate. The house is there is a small shot but the house 
more likely than the senate. 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: Well, ironically I believe that Donald trump is doing everything he can to  make 
that the case. 
PATRICE LEE: If tax reform is passed and American families get tax cuts, absolutely not. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: I think we can hold the seats that we have with the women in the senate. I know we are 
going to disagree on this but I do believe there's a very good chance to take back the house. 



BONNIE ERBE: How do you see that? What's going around by the way is that Hillary Clinton won 23 of the 
seats and democrats only need 24 to take back the house. Only thats a lot of seats to pick up. But that the 
democrats are focusing now on those 23 and feel they can flip a few more. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: I think they can flip those seats and I think you have to remember what you were 
saying which is that this is an off year. Traditionally on an off year the other party picks up seats, sometimes 
can take back the house and that energy is in play that is historical. 
BONNIE ERBE: That is normal course of business, you are right. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: Yes. 
BONNIE ERBE: The Republicans have controlled many, many statehouses and governorships over the last 20 
years and as of the 2000 census they were able to gerrymander a lot and democrats gerrymander to but the 
republicans were in control so they’ve set up house districts that only republicans can win. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: You know that's true and they come from a state, Missouri where as you well know that 
happened to my husband and I in the gerrymandering redistricting. I will give you an example of what I do 
state, for example Anne Wagner who represents an R-9 district in Missouri is planning to run against Claire 
McCaskill so you’re probably going to have a woman against a woman in Missouri. That’s going to open that 
seat up. R-9, it's possible to win that seat especially if you get some independents and some angry Republicans 
at the Trump Administration. And I think that President Trump is helping us and I want to thank him for that. 
[Laughter] 
ANNE STONE: I'm sure he will accept the thanks and ignore it. There is a reason that in the piece they kept 
mentioning four women, 2 of the 4 are vulnerable but McCaskill is one of them. So it's going to be very 
interesting -- 
BONNIE ERBE: Why is she vulnerable? 
ANNE STONE: Her state was won by both Trump and Romney so it's really hardcore republican. 
BONNIE ERBE: And she is popular and has unlimited resources. 
ANNE STONE: We'll see. It all depends where the agenda stands if Schumer is still being seen as the 
obstructionist he is and people in Missouri, in the flyover state, they like the Trump Agenda so if they see that 
the Senate is standing in the way you could see some seats flip. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN:  I’m just going to say that I disagree that Missouri is hardcore republican. It has 
recently gone from purple to red on some elections but it's not hardcore republican. There are lots of Democrats 
and there's big pockets of Democrats in the city. That’s how Claire has been able to win. If it was hardcore 
Republican she would not have won that second term even without the help of -- 
BONNIE ERBE: She is not the most liberal democrat either. 
ANNE STONE: She won because of stupid comments on republicans. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: Here is what I’m going to say she can win reelection 
BONNIE ERBE: Let's not spend the whole time on her and Missouri and Heidi is the other one. 
ANNE STONE: And Baldwin have problems I think  less so. But Heidi and Claire probably -- 
BONNIE ERBE: what makes her particularly  vulnerable? 
ANNE STONE:  Again another state that both Trump and Romney won. 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: Here is the thing we have to remember. Still, this presidency has done everything 
possible to hurt the republican brand and so any democrat that is running, I'm just being honest, Democrat that 
is running under this environment has that advantage built in. We also have to remember in terms of the Senate 
you are running statewide and we know that here we have situations where at least in terms of the Senate, we 
are coming off the back of an election though we have a Trump Administration we have a Trump 



Administration that came in office after losing three million of the popular vote. So I think that that sort of 
momentum has got to help Democrats be able to move into a position of power as they are running for 
reelection. 
BONNIE ERBE: And yet, his popularity among his republican base has not dropped, they think he is doing 
great and I just wonder how that translates to, I do think that Republicans will face the get out the vote effort 
problem. They’re fat and happy and why do they have to go to the polls now? 
PATRICE LEE:  I do not think they are fat and happy, I think they are saying especially if tax reform, 
especially with infrastructure gets passed wow this president that I voted for is delivering on his promises. And 
--  
BONNIE ERBE: You talk about a family tax cut earlier. Isn't that the last thing on his list of tax cuts? I mean 
it's mainly corporate tax, its secondarily income tax cuts for upper income people and it's lastly a family tax cut 
that is going to matter anything to the middle income whites who supported him. 
PATRICE LEE: I mean I think you have to take in totality. We are talking about tax cuts sure across the board 
but to generate jobs as well as to  put pockets back in the family of Americans. So when you look across the 
country at white males who feel like they have been left out of the workforce and they see an opportunity to get 
back into the workforce because of these tax cuts, I think that is going to generate some interest. 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: We live in some kind of  bizarre universe? In what land of reality are white men 
left out of the workforce? 
BONNIE ERBE: Wait a minute. What did go on here during the last election is Americans do live in parallel 
universes and if you watch Fox News and read Breitbart you have a very different view of what is going on in 
american politics and what is good for you versus what is not good for you. Then if you live in New York City, 
watch MSNBC and read The New York Times, I switch back and forth because I cannot believe how these 
people see this world differently. Now, I get it. 
ANNE STONE:  Two things; one is a secret that has not been told. One is exactly what you are saying, the 
center of the country sees itself differently from the coasts. I got a call from, for example, from Montana the 
other day  and they said, “You tell those people in The White House we’re still with them”, and this is 
somebody who fairly moderate. “We’re just sick about the way the media is miss portraying everything going 
on” so there's that and the other secret thing is, the problem democrats are having nobody's talking about, and 
this could actually help us keep the house. A lot of the places where they might have a chance, Sanders people 
are coming in and blowing up the establishment candidates and that is happening even in the Senate. So the 
democrats have a major problem. Major problem. Perez still gets booed when he gets on the stump and nobody 
is writing about it, talking about it. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN:  Here is the thing... If you have a  traditional democrat candidate versus a republican 
candidate those Sanders voters are going to vote for the Democrats. There is no way that the Sanders voters 
ANNE STONE: They’re blowing up the establishment candidate. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: It comes to getting out the vote. That is a problem. We do need to get those votes out 
but Trump has done something else, too. I know a lot of people in the LGBT community who are Republicans 
and they’re upset and they voted for Trump and they’re not going to be voting for Republicans they will be 
voting for democrat with the policies that they have seen come out of this administration. 
BONNIE ERBE: And they have targeted social media campaign abilities that the Republicans had much better 
in the 2016 elections and the Democrats are going to need to catch up on. Let us know what you think. Let us 
know what you think. Please follow me on Twitter @bonnieerbe @to the contrary. From the senate to schools. 
Vouchers and school choice are reportedly favored in the education budget the Trump Administration is 



expected to release next week. According to the Washington post the budget cuts 10 billion dollars from the 
department of education eliminating 22 programs. The cuts include after-school activities serving 1.6 million 
mainly poor children and $2.1 billion for teacher training and class-size reduction. The budget does increase by 
400-million dollars spending on charter schools and vouchers for private and religious schools. It also boosts 
funding by one billion dollars for a controversial program. The program encourages school districts to advance 
school choice by allowing students to shift federal, state and local money out of the public system and into to 
private and religious schools. How far does this budget, Avis, get the department of education toward becoming 
a funding funnel to Christian Conservative grade schools and high schools? 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: It's there. Like Defcon 4 this is exactly it. I mean this is a reflection of the entire 
reverse robinhood ideology of this entire administration when you look at the budget overall and where the tax 
benefits go to it's the same sort of  ideology. We’re just seeing it right now put within the department of 
education context. 
PATRICE LEE: I don't know. I look at it fiscal responsibility. I look at  the fact that the Trump Administration 
came in saying, “We’re going to look at every agency and cut the fat, cut the waste and cut programs and start 
to innovate. And we have not seen the kind of  innovation in the Department of Education when it comes to 
offering choice for families particularly those who are in zip codes that put them in a bad place. And I grew up 
in one of those zip codes. So I think it's actually exciting. 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: You know what is disturbing to me is we say it gives people choice. The reality is 
there is not enough capacity in private schools or in charter schools to be able to provide raw access.  
ANNE STONE: That is why they are getting extra funding.  
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: It's nice for you to be able laugh about that but for the people whose children go 
to public schools and they don’t  have the option and they don't have the  ability to go anywhere else or maybe 
they love their public schools and they want to support public schools, their children are gonna miss out. Their 
children need after school programs, they need  before school programs, they need professional development 
help for the teachers that are  in those schools so they could do a better job at educating those children and all 
those things are targeted through this budget. 
BONNIE ERBE: President Trump promised to clean the swamp. He continues to promise to drain the swamp. 
Education Secretary Devos is a billionaire and part of her money comes from selling all kinds of programs, 
whatever to Christian schools. She's going to personally  probably make a fortune off of this budget. Why is he 
not draining that part of the swamp? 
ANNE STONE: Because you have to look at the department of education which only existed after 1978. It was 
setup as a payback by Jimmy Carter to the teachers' unions and our educational system has gone downhill ever 
since. Children's education is not improved with the Department of Education it's gone reverse. We are a 
laughingstock of industrialized nations around the world. We are doing a rotten job. It's exactly like Patrice 
said, It's time to relook and rethink and innovate and whether it's Christian schools or non- Christian schools 
and choice goes to both I wasn’t laughing, I was chuckling at the irony that the more funding is going to allow 
for there to be more options other than Christian schools to give choice. 
BONNIE ERBE: Why don't they require Christian schools then  to monitor, to publish how students are doing, 
to published their college entrants. The kids don’t have to take state tests the way public school kids do, they 
don’t have to be graded the way public school sare. Why are they free of that? Why does that eve make sense 
for the kids who going there? 
ANNE STONE: It changes with more spotlight and more highlight on that there will be calls for more 
accountability and that is what the administration wants. They want these  programs accountable. 



DEBRA CARNAHAN: Ok then, if they want these programs accountable then that should be in the budget, that 
should be in the regulations. But it's not there.  This administration is great at going it will be there, I promise. 
Do this first. It will be there I promise. It's going to be so bigly. 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: Believe me. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: I don't I believe you. 
BONNIE ERBE: And talk about you're a former prosecutor and we’ve talked in TTC extra about the lawsuit 
against Baylor this week that a woman was gang raped and videotaped and dragged into the street and the 
students there the football players not all of them but a lot of them seem like incredibly horrible as Trump 
would say, people. Guess who has to prosecute them? The title 9 prosecution department and that budget is 
going to be way cut. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: It's already down. 
BONNIE ERBE:  Is it there more sexual assault that is gonna happen? 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: What happens to the useless Department of Higher Education. You know, I just want to 
say this from a historical perspective Thomas Jefferson was the first person to institute a state university and I 
think he knew the importance of public education. 
ANNE STONE:  State.  
DEBRA CARNAHAN: So here's the deal... The problem with our education system is not Washington, it's not 
the Department of Education, it is systemic in our states, our poor school districts the money, how we fund 
them, rich school districts get more money. You live in a poor area, you have less money. That's the problem 
we need to be looking at from the ground up. 
PATRICE LEE: I kinda find that hard to believe but jumping to higher education I do think there is a lot going 
on in this budget that says to student borrowers we are going to hold you more responsible than certainly the 
previous administration did, all of the repayment plans and the were going to forgive your debt is like saying I 
can go to my loan servicer on my house and say I paid a few years know forgive my loan, absolutely go ahead. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: Do you know how many states are not funding higher education? They will fund 
elementary fund, they’ll fund the high schools but they do not give money to higher education? And the 
skyrocketing costs of higher education and the students have been bearing that,  they come out drowning in debt 
and now you’re gonna say you bad students who go to school and try to educate yourself and better yourself? 
AVIS JONES- DEWEEVER: What is going on the issue is not that they are saying go ahead and just get all this 
education and never pay for it. What actually happened under the Department of Education with this change in 
rules is that under the previous administration you had an outreach to people who had fallen behind on their 
loans, help them restructure their  loans so they can get back on track. Under this administration, not only are 
they’re gonna  be more harsh about it,  they’re gonna  actually skyrocket the rates. Basically they’re gouging. 
This is  like it's like you have some sort of  bat cause your going after people,  loansharking individuals who 
already are drowning in student loan debt. Are we going to invest in our next generation in this country? Or are 
we not? 
ANNE STONE: That is an extreme example of  possibility not the reality. 
BONNIE ERBE: We got to move to the next topic. Behind the headlines: Forced marriage in the U.S. When 
Americans hear the term forced marriage, they think about other countries but that discounts thousands of 
suspected cases of forced marriage in our own country.  
CASEY SWEGMAN: People hear the term forced marriage, they think of a girl in a country really far away 
from here and what we are trying to get across is that forced marriage is a  global problem, you hear that all the 
time and the U.S. is actually a part of that globe. 



BONNIE ERBE: Casey Swegman works at Tahirih, an organization that offers legal assistance to women and 
girls facing forced marriage. She works with such women and girls here in the U.S. everyday. In 2014, Tahirih 
launched the Forced Marriage Initiative after the results of a study proved surprising.  
CASEY SWEGMAN: What we found about 3,000 known or suspected cases in the United States over a period 
of just two years and so that statistic in itself is staggering. Beyond that, the immense response to the survey 
was an indication there was an incredible need to talk about this issue and incredible an desire for services for 
best practices and for resources. 
BONNIE ERBE: Swegman says most but not all forced marriage cases involve a minor. Minors are very 
vulnerable and face more legal challenges due to their age. 
CASEY SWEGMAN:  Oftentimes they can’t seek a protection order on their own behalf. Often times, shelters 
do not feel it's within their mandate to legally house a minor. The shelters that do take minors feel like they 
have to contact the parents within 24 to 48 hours and in some instances, in some states minors cannot petition 
for their own divorces and once a minor is married they fallout of the mandate of child protective services.  
BONNIE ERBE: The threat of losing family and community outweighs the fear of a forced marriage. Swegman 
says victims feel paralyzed unsure what to do next. 
CASEY SWEGMAN:   Well we typically see someone facing extreme pressure we see, emotional abuse and 
psychological abuse and threats of violence and sometimes actual violence and just feeling like the pressure 
from their parents, the pressure from their community for someone who is facing a forced marriage those threats 
are very, very powerful. 
BONNIE ERBE: Swegman says the reasons for forced marriage range from religion to gaining citizenship in 
the U.S. Some families believe the practice strengthens communities but Swegman says it does just the 
opposite.  
CASEY SWEGMAN: You have the right to refuse a forced marriage while parents have plenty of power and 
control over their children they are not legally empowered to force their children into marriage and we’re here 
to educate you about your rights and see if we can share with them contact information of survivors who are 
now advocates themselves. 
BONNIE ERBE:  Tahirih provides services for U.S. women living outside the country and in America as well 
as immigrant women in the country. The organization also advises on how to build leadership and to set 
policies. 
CASEY SWEGMAN: We really want the direct services portion of what we’re doing on the ground work with 
women and girls safety planning, emotional support, connecting them with law enforcement,shelters, things like 
that  to inform any policy solutions we would come up with because policy solutions are ineffective if they are 
not survivor-led. 
BONNIE ERBE: Virginia was the first state to eliminate child marriage last year. New York and Maryland are 
following suit passing similar bills to protect minors from entering forced marriage even at the request of their 
parents. But New Jersey governor Chris Christie vetoed a bill that would have banned all marriages for minors 
stating quote “an exclusion without exceptions would violate the cultures and traditions of some communities in 
New Jersey based on religion traditions” end quote. Tahirih respects that there is a distinguishing factor. 
Separating forced marriage from arranged marriage. 
CASEY SWEGMAN:  We do see a distinction between a tradition where families parents may take the lead on 
selecting a spouse. But the ultimate choice of whether to get married remains with that individual. 
BONNIE ERBE: Ok, two things quickly Deb. First of all, why is any state like New Jersey allowing marriage 
under the age of 18 anymore? It's ridiculous and secondly what percentage of these girls pushed into forced 



marriage or arranged marriages are immigrants? It is not really a native-American -- when I say that people 
born here, don't usually engage in that practice, right? 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: Well that is true but there are people who are born here that that happens and a lot of 
times they are put into prostitution you are my wife, you will do this. 
BONNIE ERBE:  That is more sex trafficking than forced marriage. 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: But it can be forced marriage. Right? Second of all, I have no idea why Chris Christie 
vetoed that and that will be interesting to hear. I think we have to have awareness and we must be pushing state 
by state to have this abolished.  
ANNE STONE: Part of it was because it is a based on an age. Military personnel who are going in military 
service at 17, 1 8 years old had younger brides they wanted to get married before they went in the service and 
they couldn't. It was barred under the law. 
PATRICE LEE: Why don't they wait until they turn 18? 
ANNE STONE:I don't know. But so it was a matter of getting the law tweaked and changes made. It will go 
through eventually. 
BONNIE ERBE: That is it for this edition. Please follow me on Twitter and visit our website, 
pbs.Org/tothecontrary and whether you agree or think to the contrary, see you next week. 
[♪♪] 
For A transcript or to see an on-line version of this episode of to the contrary visit our website at 
pbs.Org/tothecontrary. 
[♪♪] 
 


